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Chairmen’s Introduction
The last six years have been an interesting time for the LEADER programme and Local
Action Groups. The introduction of the programme was delayed and then the EU referendum
in 2016 saw the programme shortened by a year. In the final year we had the Covid 19
pandemic which saw the country almost come to a standstill and delayed projects again.
Despite this, and numerous changes to the rules, LAGs have fully delivered and spent the
allocated national budget.
As we come to the end of the programme, we are in an evaluation phase and are looking
back over what we have achieved, what worked well and what was not so good.
So firstly, we would like to thank all the applicants, board members and partner organisations
who have responded to our request for information and provided their views on the
programme delivery enabling this report to be written.
The report is laid out in sections and at the end of each section the views provided are set
out. These are then drawn together in the conclusions section at the end, followed by any
recommendations.
Within the appendices have been included several reference documents such as the Local
Development Strategies for each LAG, project lists and full details of the responses
received.
By setting out the report in this fashion we hope that, should a rural grant programme be reestablished in the future, this report will be helpful to those designing a new grant scheme.
As an additional aid to starting a new programme, staff have archived a complete set of all
the forms and guidance used.
Additional information about all the projects funded can be seen in the Plain Action and Vale
Action websites, www.plainaction.org.uk and www.valeaction.org.uk . Please do take some
time and have a look at the very diverse and, in some cases, very innovative projects that
have been funded.
Finally, we would like to thank our fellow board members who have given their time
voluntarily, the staff at Wiltshire Council who have supported the front-line programme staff
and the LAG staff who have worked with applicants to deliver this programme.

Fleur de Rhé-Philipe MBE
Chairman
Plain Action
Local Action Group

Geraldine McKibbin
Chair
Vale Action
Local Action Group
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Executive Summary
The 2014 to 2021 programme was unfortunately a series of delays, changes and ultimately
an early finish. Despite this, between Plain Action and Vale Action, the allocated funds were
spent.
Due to delays in the EU agreeing the Common Agricultural Policy, instead of bidding for
funding during 2013 it did not happen until 2014, with LAGs being told funding was secured
in late 2014. However, the database and paperwork to be used was not available until late
2015. This meant that much of the work with businesses and organisations through 2013/14,
and the early part of 2015, was wasted, as they had either found other funding or decided
not to go ahead with their project.
Grants of between £5,000 to £100,000 were awarded at intervention rates of 40%, 80% and
100%, depending on status and income generation, to micro and small businesses, farmers,
landowners, charities and rural organisations under the following priorities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing farm productivity
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
Boosting rural tourism
Providing rural services
Providing cultural and heritage activity
Increasing forestry productivity

This programme was the first time that a nationally agreed set of documentation and
processes were used. Over the programme we saw many changes to the processes and
forms, which caused several problems when old forms were used with new processes, or
vice versa. We also found that definitions on eligibility of projects changed as the programme
progressed.
Six months after starting, in June 2016, the UK population decided to leave the European
Union. Work was suspended from early May due to purdah and was not resumed until late
August, when we were informed the programme would finish in December 2019, following
the expected withdrawal from the EU in March 2019. This was the same date by which all
projects must be approved and contracted. As the March 2019 date was not met, the end
date of the programme was put back to December 2020.
These delays meant that many projects were withdrawn, or timescales changed. In Vale
Action, the new area, where grants had not been offered before, businesses reacted a lot
quicker and enquiries soon turned into applications. However, in the Plain Action area,
where enquiries had been for quite large-scale projects, businesses were less sure about
the future and many put applications on hold. This meant that staff had to spend time working
with communities and businesses in the Plain Action area to identify possible funding
opportunities, which in turn then delayed the Plain Action expenditure. In the end Plain
Action could not catch up, but Vale Action had continued to receive enquiries, and funding
was transferred from one LAG to the other to fund those additional projects.
At the beginning of the programme staff had projected the number of grants that would be
given, with Plain Action expecting 62 and Vale Action 60; at the end of the programme Plain
Action awarded 25 grants and Vale Action 34 grants. In some respects, this is explained by
the difference in the types of grants that were given funding, and in the size of grants
awarded. It had been anticipated that most grants would be below £35,000. Out of the 59
grants awarded, just under half (29) were below the £35,000, whereas there were 16 over
£75,000, of which 5 were over £90,000. There were 4 grants below the lower threshold of
6

£5,000 where the LAG boards decided the funding would be beneficial to the business, all
of which were to farmers starting up in business. It had been expected that there would be
16 forestry grants and 13 rural services grants, but only 1 forestry grant was awarded and 5
rural services grants. “Supporting Heritage and Culture” was included in the priorities but
due to the eligibility criteria no grants in either LAG were awarded under this priority.
The table below provides details of the enquiries and applications received. It is interesting
to note that the conversion rate is similar for both LAGS.

The charts below provide details of the type of investment made by applicants
Plain Action

Vale Action

The charts below provide details of the types of business for grants under Priority 2
Supporting Micro and Small Business and Farm Diversification
Plain Action

Vale Action

Although it was thought at the start of the programme the two areas would be fairly equal,
it can be seen from the tables and graphs above this was not the case. The graphs below
show the spend per priority and average grant
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With the changes to the outputs criteria over the programme it has not been easy to provide
an accurate view of the final outputs, and some, from the early part of the programme, have
had to be estimated. Between the two LAGs 91 new jobs were created and 39 new
techniques introduced on farms. Regarding tourism, over 54,000 new day visitors are
expected to come to Wiltshire, but this excludes those that would be expected through some
of the rural services projects which could see this figure rise to over 75,000.
For many of the applicants, applying for funding was a new experience, and the feedback
identifies the difficulty that some had with the process and the IT. However, what does
come through is the value of having the locally based staff who could help and assist, not
only with the preparation of the application, but also during the running of the project. This
is an aspect that is repeated in both the Board members and stakeholders’ responses.
Drawing together all the strands from this report the following recommendations are put
forward:
•

•

•

•

There needs to be greater continuity between the funding programme or else there
is a danger of losing expertise but also the local interest in the funding.
o By reducing the time between programmes there will be a faster take up on
grants in the follow-on programme.
o Staff and Board members will be retained
With the current uncertainties with Brexit and Covid 19 the issue of continuity
becomes even more important.
o At a time when there is great uncertainty in the business sector funding
similar to LEADER is required to help start the economy moving.
At the start of the programme there were certain concerns about a national set of
documents and database. However, this should be continued to enable a national
overview to be maintained.
o By having the standard rules and forms it means that across the country
there are the same eligibility criteria.
On average a grant application took approximately six months. For many
businesses this was too long, and the process needs to be reviewed to see how it
can be shortened.
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•

•

•

•

o For many businesses they looked at grants when there was the need to
expand and this was generally when orders dictated growth and for work to
begin on the order a quick turnaround in the funding is required.
Many applicants experienced difficulties in completing the paperwork. Either the
paperwork needs to be reviewed or better guidance on how to complete it provided.
o The review would need to cover: The design and details required on the
forms, the software used, and the supplementary information required.
There was the view that through the Shared Prosperity Fund any similar future
scheme would be run locally. A decision needs to be made quickly as to whether it
will be locally or nationally run, to enable accountable bodies to prepare.
o LEADER has proved that locally managed schemes are better positioned to
understand the needs and requirements of an area.
It is recognised that to run a scheme such as this that the administration costs are
quite high. During the programme, the percentage allowance was increased.
Looking to the future the level of administration costs needs to be reviewed, to
consider if there are more efficient ways a local programme can be run.
o The review needs to include, the detail of the application, the level of
checking for eligibility of applicant and project and the detail of the claim
process. In addition, the requirement for the various levels of government to
be involved.
There was confusion about the aims of the programme - was it delivering a national
strategy or meeting local requirements? Any future programme needs to clearly
state the aims of the programme
o Any design of a future programme must include consultations with the local
delivery agents and the local community.
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Plain Action and Vale Action Evaluation – Methodology
To provide a detailed evaluation of the impact of LEADER funding is very difficult in that
many actions have “knock on” effects that are not easily identified or monitored.
The key evaluation areas are those that can be easily monitored, creation of jobs, increased
turnover, increased number of visitors or overnight stays in the area and number of new
products. Plain Action has now received three tranches of funding and the results of these
can be seen at www.plainaction.org.uk
But how do you measure the wider impact of diverse activities such as an automatic calf
rearing unit, the creation of a new community space or the purchase of engineering jigs?
The EU Rural Development Regulations covering the 2014 – 2020 included, for the first
time, very specific requirements about evaluation of the programme, and mandates that
each LAG will carry out specific monitoring and evaluation activities linked to the CLLD
strategy.
The “European Evaluation Helpdesk for Rural Development” has produced the “Guidelines
Evaluation of LEADER/CLLD”. It is this document that has been used as the basis for the
evaluation of Plain Action and Vale Action.
The basic evaluation process described is as follows:

Evaluation

Self-assessment
Why?
By
Whom?
What?

Demonstrate achievements of the CLLD strategy and outcomes of other LAG activities, e.g. those ensuring the
implementation of the LEADER method and show the added value of the LEADER method at the local level.
Foster the learning process to design and implement LEADER/CLLD at the local level more effectively and efficiently.

LAG bodies (assembly, decisions making body) which
are involved/ responsible for the design and
implementation of the CLLD strategy and other LAG
activities (e.g. cooperation and animation)

Independent bodies (e.g. RDP evaluator or hired
evaluation expert) not involved/responsible for the
design and implementation of CLLD strategy or any
other LAG activity.

Assess the achievements of the CLLD strategy and other LAG activities, the delivery of the LEADER method and the
added value which LEADER/CLLD is generating

On what
Basis?

Primarily Monitoring data and findings from
participatory qualitative assessment

Monitoring and other quantitative data (statistics)
and information form qualitative research including
participatory approach

Outcome?

Self-reflection on the LAG’s own performance, and
achievements of the CLLD strategy and other LAG
activities (cooperation and animation etc)

Independent findings on achievements of the CLLD
strategy and other LAG activities (cooperation and
animation etc)
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Staff have undertaken a desk top exercise to ascertain the basic data,
enquiries/applications, funding spent, and outcomes recorded. This was then followed up by
questionnaires sent to Board members, Stakeholders and applicants, asking their views,
and including enquiring what added value they felt was achieved based on the model below.

Enhanced results and
impacts
RDP/CLLD
Strategy

CLLD
Added Value

Delivery
mechanism

Improved
Governance

CLLD
Added Value

Application of
The LEADER
method
Animation/
capacity
building/
support

Improved
Social
capital

As an interesting comparison, in 2016 Plain Action was approached by Javier Serrano, a
Spanish PhD student, who was looking at the LEADER approach to rural communities. The
report is provided in Appendix 1. In its conclusions it states:
Plain Action has had a very positive track in the development of its rural areas since the
launching in 2000 of the LEADER and community involvement up to the present.
Regarding the social network of actors in the area this presents very positive characteristics.
Another important aspect is the closeness of its actors that allows to access easily to more
than half of the actors of the network without great efforts.
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Introduction
Having delivered two previous tranches of LEADER funding and, seeing how the second
tranche changed from the first, it was no surprise that with this funding changes had been
made.
The British Government was keen to increase the rural area that could access LEADER
funding, providing funds to 80 Local Action Groups instead of 66, as in the previous
programme, although the overall funding at £148m for the programme remained the same.
Due to delays by the European Union in agreeing the Common Agricultural Policy budget
funding, the final funding available was not known until mid-2014. Further delays then
ensued, whilst the UK Government finalised the framework and operation of the LEADER
programme to be delivered, resulting in LAGs not becoming fully operational until November
2015.
As LEADER has evolved each of the tranches of funding has had a different emphasis and
priorities, the 2014/21 programme being no exception. Even between the time of writing the
bid, and the final paperwork being available, changes were made. The key changes we
experienced were:
§
§
§

§

§

§

§

All claim payments would be made directly by the Rural Payments
Agency rather than by Wiltshire Council as the Accountable Body.
Previous programmes allowed staffing costs for projects working in
the rural community. This programme was to be capital projects only.
The recording of project information and expenditure had previously
been the LAGs’ responsibility although, towards the end of the
2007/13 programme, Defra introduced ROD, a national database first
used in the southeast of England. For this programme DORA was
introduced. DORA is a much more sophisticated project control
software, covering not only LEADER, but all of Defra’s project-based
expenditure.
In the 2007/13 programme management responsibility at a
Government level moved from the Regional Development Agencies to
Defra. Early in this programme the responsibility within Defra moved
to the Rural Payments Agency (RPA).
As the programme evolved during 2015 it became apparent that
national priorities would take precedence over the local priorities as
set out in the local development strategies.
For the first time there was a national set of eligibility criteria, forms
and processes that all LAGs had to use. This included a more detailed
appraisal of a project application by the RPA before the LAG Board
approved it, and increased auditing at the claim stage of a project.
Eight months into the programme the Government held the EU
referendum in June 2016. Following the leave result the programme
was put on hold for three months whilst decisions were taken as to the
future of the programme. The initial instructions were that all project
expenditure had to be committed by March 2019 and the expenditure
made by March 2020. As the negotiations to leave the EU progressed,
this was amended to all project expenditure committed by the end of
September 2019, and all expenditure claims to be with the RPA by 31
December 2020. This had a significant impact on the pipeline of
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§

§

projects as many applicants reconsidered their applications in light of
possible changes to importing and exporting.
At the same time the RPA reviewed its staffing structure to allow
provision of more staff time for any Brexit implications. This resulted in
the number of Relationship Officers being reduced and each taking on
the responsibility for more LAGs. To enable this to happen the
Relationship Officers no longer attended LAG meetings. In late 2019
the support to LAGs was changed again, resulting in the LEADER
programme work being taken away from the Relationship Managers,
leaving LAGs nationally only two contacts in the RPA to handle any
enquiries.
In the previous programme “indirect jobs” had been one of the
outputs. For example, when a building was converted into offices, the
number of jobs created could be counted when the units were let, as
had been “safeguarding jobs”, where funds had been provided that
would allow actions to take place that would retain jobs. Both were
removed from the 2015/21 programme.
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SHEEP HANDLING & EID
RECORDING SYSTEM
Priority 1 - Supporting farm productivity and efficiencies

Tom aimed to grow his existing sheep enterprise, making the operation more efficient
and profitable. As a first -generation farmer all land is rented and is scattered in small
blocks, across a wide area, and flock management can be testing and time consumin g.
To ensure regular welfare checks and to carry out associated management tasks
involved a great deal of travelling to and from blocks of ground to transport antiquated
handling equipment.
Vale Action helped Tom to purchase two items of equipment. An EI D reader, coupled
with the management software, has allowed more time working with the flock and less
time spent on paperwork. The software provided by Shearwell Data records flock
performance over many years and will be an extremely valuable asset to the breeding of
pedigree ewes, as record keeping is key to the production of top -class animals. The
second purchase was a handling system that has allowed Tom better management of
the flock, minimising unnecessary losses and improving animal welfare, reducing stress
during handling.

Total project Cost: £8,940
Grant Funding: £3,576
Funding awarded under:
Measure 4.1 Support for investments
in agricultural holdings

Vale Action, Community First, Unit C2/3 Hopton Park, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 2EY
Tel: 01380 732814 – email: info@valeaction.org.uk – www.valeaction.org.uk
#plainaction -

plain action
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The 2014 bidding process
During 2014 Plain Action staff prepared the bid for funding from 1 January 2015 with a
submission date at the beginning of September 2014. At the beginning of the bidding
process Defra had indicated the 150,000-population limit on LAGs could be exceeded, and
the decision was taken to expand Plain Action along the A350 corridor from Trowbridge up
to Malmesbury. With the other Wiltshire LAGs also expanding their areas, this would mean
that all of Wiltshire’s rural areas would be able to access LEADER funding, rather than the
60% in the previous programme. However, eight weeks before the submission date we were
informed that the proposed area would need to be split into two LAGs, so Vale Action was
created.
The bid document was based on a framework document supplied by Defra, “The National
Delivery Framework” (Appendix 2) which required a background to the bid, details of the
area economically, the priorities the LAG wished to set, the proposed financial expenditure,
in both grant and private expenditure, and the proposed processes and monitoring to be
used. Bids had to show how they would adhere to “The 7 principles of LEADER”

The 7 Principles of LEADER

Area based local
Development
strategies

Bottom up
elaboration and
implementation of
strategies

Networking

The
LEADER
approach

Cooperation

Integrated multisectorial actions

Innovation
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Local public private
partnerships:
Local Action
Groups

The Local Development Strategy, the bid document, for both Plain Action and Vale Action,
are provided in Appendicies 3 and 4.
To support the funding bid consultations were held with previous applicants, trade
organisations, businesses, public bodies and the wider public. In total over 1000 people
between the two LAGs were consulted, with all expressing a need for funding to support
various activities in rural areas.
At the same time a desktop research operation was undertaken to understand the economic
activity in the area, and how funding could help stimulate economic growth. Also, a review
of both local and national strategies was undertaken which, allowing for the research and
consultations, identified the following priorities for Plain Action and Vale Action for the bid:
o
o
o
o
o

Increase in the number of jobs and economic activity in the area
Enhance the tourism experience in the area
Increase the agricultural productivity or increase efficiency
Work with communities to enhance rural life
Increase the economic return from woodland or forestry in the area

With the support of Wiltshire Council as the Accountable Body, and the Swindon and
Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership, funding bids for both Plain Action and Vale Action
were submitted in September 2014.
In December 2014 we were informed that both bids had been successful, but it was not until
February 2015 that we were informed that Plain Action would receive £1.380m and Vale
Action £1.372m.
However, the funding was awarded under the following priorities with grants of between
£5,000 to £100,000 awarded at intervention rates of 40%, 80% and 100% depending on
status and income generation to micro and small businesses, farmers, landowners, charities
and rural organisations under the following priorities:

Increasing Farm productivity
1a) A project to improve the overall performance and
sustainability of an agricultural holding
Farms of any size
1b) An Investment in improving animal health and welfare
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
1c) A project for processing primary agricultural produce to add value
Farmers
Horticultural producers
Landowners
Micro and small processing businesses
Someone who wants to start a processing business
1d) Investments in reservoirs and irrigation
Farmers
Groups of farmers
Horticultural producers
Supporting micro and small businesses and farm diversification
17

People who want to start a business in the LAG area
Farming or horticultural businesses that want to diversify into
non-farming or non-horticultural activities
Micro and small businesses including social enterprises, in the
LAG area
Boosting Rural Tourism
Commercial, profit making project
Micro and small businesses, including social enterprises
Farmers wanting to diversify into tourism
Charities
Making some income to offset costs but is not intended to make a
profit
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Generates no income
Rural businesses including social enterprises
Farmers
Landowners
People or groups representing rural communities
Charities
Public Bodies
Providing Rural Services
New or existing micro or small businesses
Rural Community organisations
Charities
Public or private entities working in partnership with micro and
small businesses and rural community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Providing Cultural and heritage activity
Landowners
Rural Community groups
Local authorities in exceptional circumstances
Increasing Forestry productivity
Private forest holders and micro, small or medium sized forestry
contractor businesses

Staff view:
Staff identified three areas of concern in the bidding process:
That, although the Framework document, under which the bid was
made, emphasised how LEADER groups’ local strategies and decision
18

making were important, as the programme progressed it became more
and more centrally controlled.
All the consultation work that was carried out in the bidding process
had assumed that the intervention rates would be similar to the
previous programme. This turned out not to be so, and intervention
rates dropped, as the same available funding was spread over more
LAGS

At the start of the bidding process LAGs were led to believe that the
population limit of 150,000 would be expanded. This would have
allowed Plain Action to expand along the A350 corridor. Within six
weeks of the bid being submitted, staff were informed this would not
be the case, and therefore had to create a second LAG Vale Action to
cover the A350 corridor.

Members’ view
Members also identified the expectations from the bidding process were not
delivered in the actual delivery, especially with the role that the LAG
members were to play.
There were also concerns about the delays in starting, resulting in a lot of the
work to identify possible applicants at the end of the previous programme
being lost, and taking time to recover the position that the LAG was in in
January 2014.
External view
The main concern of stakeholders spoken to, was the delay at the beginning
and lost opportunities to provide grants
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RAPESEED OIL PRODUCTION
Priority 2 - Supporting micro and small businesses and
farm diversification
4

Shrewton Farm was seeking funding to develop a rapeseed oil pressing and bottling unit to process
rapeseed grown on the farm. This would produce for sale a high value artisan cold pressed rapeseed
oil for culinary use, and a ‘by-product’ meal returned to the farm for use as a high protein animal
feed. The new unit is sited on the farm and would press the oil through a contract pressing agreement
with the farm. The idea came about after Elinor and her husband began pressing seed with their
children to show them how their crops are used, and then cooking with the resulting oil. Market
research has suggested that while rapeseed oil is now fairly widely produced, consumer awareness
of the oil (and specifically its health benefits and versatility) is still low. This suggests there is room
for rapeseed oil’s share of the oil and fats market to grow further.
Elinor launched four new oil products in year 1 (3 sizes of plain rapeseed oil and one gift set) with a
further three (flavoured oils) to be launched in year two. The unit will also be producing high protein
animal feed as a product that will be returned to the farm. This work created 1.75 jobs.
Elinor aims to hold at least three experiences or workshops for local schools and community groups
per year for each of at least the first three years - either at schools or at the production unit. These
will aim to give the children insight into food production, healthy living choices, business skills and /
or persuasive design.
Wherever feasible, they would like to ensure people from traditionally harder to employ groups are
aware of the opportunities to come and see and experience rapeseed oil production.
Total project Cost: £36,795
Grant Funding: £14,718

Funding awarded under:
Measure 4.2 Support of investments in
processing/marketing and/or
development of agricultural products
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Governance
The basic governance process did not change significantly from the previous programme.
The European Union’s Common Agricultural Policy provided the funding for LEADER and
each member state had to commit 5% of their Rural Development programme funding to
LEADER.
The funding came through the British Government to the Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (Defra), which acted as the Managing Agent. Defra then used their internal
agency, The Rural Payments Agency (RPA) to manage the programme and make all
payments. Through the bidding process the RPA had contracted Wiltshire Council (The
Accountable Body) to deliver four Local Action Groups in the Wiltshire and surrounding
areas. Two of those four LAGs where managed directly by Wiltshire Council; Plain Action
and Vale Action were delivered through Community First.
To ensure that appropriate governance was maintained there were several audit activities
carried out during the programme life. An annual attestation report from each Accountable
Body was required by the RPA, which was then followed by an attestation visit. At the project
appraisal stage, the RPA audited the process to ensure the funding and applicant were
eligible. At each claim the project file was audited, and the project could be visited by the
RPA to carry out a Social and Economic Inspection (SEI). In addition, the Accountable Body,
the Nation Audit Office, and two European Union audit agencies, could call for the project
folder or visit the project to audit it.
The chart below shows the funding path from the EU to the LAGs.

The Plain Action and Vale Action board members were all volunteers and gave their time
freely. In recruiting board members, it was critical to ensure the range of skills covered all
aspects of the funding priorities. Appendix 5 provides details of the board members’ skills.
The role of the Board was to set the strategy and priorities for the LAG, to approve
applications for funding, and to monitor the progress of the projects. In addition, they had
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the responsibility of overseeing the actions of the staff, and the expenditure incurred by the
staff in administering the LAG.
The Board met every two months with the paperwork being sent out electronically two weeks
in advance of the meeting. The meetings were moved around the LAG area and, where
practicable, project visits were made before the meeting.
Staff view
The staff felt that they had good working relationships with the RPA, Wiltshire
Council as Accountable Body, and the Board members of Plain Action and
Vale Action.
On occasions board members questioned their role in the decision making
process, when after the appraisal and QC what could they do but “rubber
stamp” the recommended decision, especially when the application was
being made by a large concern which could afford a lower intervention rate.
Members’ view
Members felt that the bimonthly meetings gave the right interval between
them, and that the paperwork supplied was sufficient for decision making.
There were concerns about the number of rules and paperwork required by
both the applicants and staff.
It was also felt that the boards should have had more control over the
intervention rates, especially with some of the larger agricultural businesses
that applied.
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BARRACK LIVERY YARD
Priority 2 - Supporting micro and small businesses and farm
diversification

Plain Action was approached by Wanda who was looking to set up a new venture, a horse livery
yard. She owned a 13.62 acre flat, reasonably well drained field, on the edge of Salisbury Plain,
which provides an exceptional hacking location.
Plain Action helped to fund a purpose built "American Style" barn divided into 10 stalls, storage
areas for rugs, feed and bedding. In addition, funding was provided to help construct a 25mx40m
ménage for all weather riding and training and fencing to provide safe and secure paddocks.
An open day prior to the livery yard opening attracted around 60 people. Very positive comments
were received and no doubt some good networking will be gained from this exercise. A local
bakery donated cakes, with tea and coffee and sweets being served and over £100 raised and
donated to the Wiltshire Air Ambulance. It wasn’t long before all ten stalls were occupied on
either a self-service or serviced basis, and Wanda’s commitment to employ a member of staff
was achieved.

Total project Cost: £200,881
Grant Funding: £66,459

Funding awarded under:
Measure 6.2: Business start up aid for
non-agricultural activities in rural areas
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Partnerships
Wiltshire is a predominately rural county which makes, on occasions, the spreading of
information quite a challenge. From the experience in the previous programme where the
use of partners helped to quickly spread details of the programme, we wanted to work with
them in this programme.
We are grateful to the following organisations who allowed us to use their contact networks,
meetings, and websites to allow us to spread the information about the funding available:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The Enterprise Network – Wiltshire Council
The Growth Hub – Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership
National Farmers Union – Wiltshire branch
Countryside Landowners Association - South West
Federation of Small Businesses – Wiltshire
The Chambers of Commerce across Wiltshire
The Wessex Chambers of Commerce / Inspire
The Wiltshire Association of Local Councils
The Area Boards of Wiltshire Council
Tidworth Community Area Partnership
Warminster & Villages Community Partnership
VisitWiltshire

Staff view
Staff were grateful to the many partners for putting forward members for the
boards, helping and providing advice and data for the bidding process and for
being used as conduits for informing members of the grants available.
Members’ view
It was felt that the partnerships added a great strength to the Boards and
enabled information to be quickly distributed when required.
External view
For our stakeholders, the advantage of being part of the LEADER
programme was having the knowledge of where to signpost their clients for
funding.
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LEAFIELD MARINE
UNIT 9 EXTENSION
Priority 2 - Supporting micro and small businesses and farm
diversification

Leafield Marine Ltd is a family owned business and a manufacturer of world leading
marine valve products, which has been located at the Atworth site for 10 years.
They had outgrown their existing buildings, so this project created an extension to the
factory, adding nearly an additional third to provide light assembly and storage facilities
for the planned expansion of the business, and to provide a more efficient factory layout.
Previously the business was using several off-site storage facilities, which increased costs
and added disruption to efficient operations.
Following changes to the factory floor layout the new extension provides the addition
storage space and assembly facilities that was required, but also an area for large scale
testing - previously this had been in the car park - and an R&D workshop.
Total project Cost: £315,131
Grant Funding: £94,539

Funding awarded under:
Measure 6.4: Support for investments on
creation and development of nonagricultural activities
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Administration
The administration of the programme changed significantly from the previous programme.
Previously Wiltshire Council, as the Accountable Body, had the responsibility to pay both
the running costs claims to Community First, and the project claims to applicants. In this
programme all the project claims were audited and paid by the Rural Payments Agency.
This delayed the payment of claims and, for the smaller community organisations we worked
with, caused cash flow issues.
At the start of the programme Defra introduced a new recording and management
information system called DORA. This replaced ROD, which was introduced across the
country towards the end of the previous programme, and was a much more comprehensive
project recording system, covering all of Defra’s project expenditure. As a programme
management tool, it provided useful high-level reports of the progress of the LAGs’ work. As
a way of managing individual grants/projects it was not so useful.
Although it was expected that in line with Government guidance this would be a paper free
programme, LAGs were required to keep paper files and electronic files of all documents.
For claims processing the paper files had to be sent to the RPA resulting in quite high
postage costs.
For the first time Defra provided LAGs with a complete set of the paperwork to be used
nationally. This resulted in a high level of administration which meant that some projects ran
to three or four A4 arch lever files, considerably more paperwork than was originally
expected by DEFRA, whose initial guidance suggested plastic wallet folders.
Along with the national paperwork came detailed eligibility rules on all aspects of the work
including the applicant, the project, variations, outputs and claims. This was something new
for the southwest and initially caused delays in applications whilst staff familiarised
themselves with the new method of working.
As these were new systems and methods of working it was not surprising the changes
occurred in the processes over the programme. Although in many cases minor, if missed
these could, and did, cause problems when claims were being processed.
For information, the grant process is set out in a flow chart in Appendix 6
Although, at the start of the programme, there was a desire to look for innovative projects,
the reluctance by the RPA to take any financial risk meant that several projects were not
funded.

Staff view
In the previous programme staff had designed the forms and processes. In
this programme they were following the national process and using the
nationally designed forms as well as using the national database DORA. It
took quite a time to become familiar with the processes, which was not
helped by constant changes. Staff and applicants having issues with the
Excel spreadsheets used for the EoI, Full Application, Appendices and Claim
form, with formulas not working, text boxes not expanding and not being able
to save information or the file on occasions.
Understanding DORA’s logic and where data had to be inputted took time, as
did understanding how data was used in the database. However, the best
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change came right at the end of the programme when a “floating” submit
button was introduced rather than having to remember to go to the bottom of
the page to submit data.
Members’ view
Many members were concerned, both for the applicants and staff members, at
the level of paperwork that was involved. This was compounded by the
number of changes to procedures and forms during the programme.
But overall, it was felt that the processes did work in getting the funding out,
even if on occasions it took a long time
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Animation
As we neared the end of the 2007 – 2013 programme we were expecting the 2014 -2021
programme to follow on immediately and started to publicise the new programme from mid2013. By the end of 2013 across the Plain Action area we had quite a healthy pipeline of
projects.
Unfortunately, with the delay in the EU agreeing the Common Agricultural Policy, the start
of the 2014-2021 LEADER programme was delayed. Transition funding was provided for
2014, whilst bids for the new programme were prepared, and it was not until November 2014
that we knew we were successful in securing funding.
This delay saw almost all the 2013 pipeline projects drop away as they made other plans for
funding their projects, meaning that the search for projects had to start again.
During the consultation meetings, when we had been preparing the funding bid in early
2014, we had fortunately kept details of possible applicants so had leads to follow up. This
was especially critical when we had to split the proposed area into two LAGs.
For the consultation on the funding bid factsheets had been produced, detailing how the
grants process operated; these were now amended in line with the guidance received from
Defra. During late 2014 and early 2015 new websites were set up for both Plain Action and
Vale Action as well as setting up Facebook and Twitter accounts for both. Public meetings
were arranged, and information was supplied to trade organisations, to use in newsletters
and to forward onto their members. Wiltshire Council and Swindon and Wiltshire Local
Enterprise Partnership both helped by putting details on their websites.
In the Plain Action area enquiries were slow to come in at first and many community-based
projects were turned away as they were not eligible. In the Vale Action area, where grants
had not been available before, enquiries started to come in at a moderate level but, by late
2015 when the full documentation was available, had risen to a high level.
Unfortunately, the European referendum in June 2016 stopped all decisions on applications
for nearly five months (from the purdah period before the local elections in May 2016 to the
end of August 2016). The uncertainty of leaving the EU meant that we saw a number of
applications withdrawn as businesses considered the future.

Staff view
Staff found it disappointing that all the work put in at the end of the previous
programme to generate interest and a project pipeline came to nothing when
the start of the programme was delayed nearly two years. With Plain Action it
took considerable time to identify other projects for it to all come to a
standstill six months later for the May Local Elections and then the EU
referendum for another five months.
Members’ view
It was felt that the delays at the beginning resulted in a lot of publicity and
meetings having to be repeated to generate interest in the programme, as
those originally interested in many cases no longer required the funding.
Applicant’s view
47% of our applicants heard about Plain Action and Vale Action by word of
mouth or through the local meetings.
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TOURISM IN VALE ACTION
Priority 3 - Supporting rural tourism

Tourism is extremely important to the economy of
Wiltshire, its towns and villages. Vale Action has
supported three projects that aim to increase the number
of tourists visiting the area, which will see an increase in
the use of accommodation, retail and hospitality outlets.
Fuller details are given overleaf for each project. Visit
Wiltshire is the destination management organisation for
Wiltshire, and was the lead for setting up the Great West
Way tourist route in 2015, based on the A4 from London
to Bristol, with an aim of making it at as well known as the
A303 as a route to travel.
Calne is a small town on the A4 that is looking to revitalise
its tourism offer. Since losing a major employer the town
team have worked hard to increase its offer to tourists
passing through the town on their way to the west country.
Working with Visit Wiltshire the project sought to attract
people to stop and look around Calne rather than drive
straight through.
Malmesbury is an historic abbey town in the north of the
county that again was looking to increase its tourist
footfall. Their solution was to increase the visitor
experience by creating an interactive app which provides
information about the town as you walk round.
All three projects have worked together to increase the
visitor numbers and generate additional jobs and increase
the economy.
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GREAT WEST WAY COOPERATION PROJECT

The Wiltshire LEADER project joins up rural tourism along the Wiltshire section of the Great
West Way. With 25% of the route in Wiltshire, there is a unique opportunity to benefit from
the Great West Way vision of creating one of the world's great touring routes between
London and Bristol. The Wiltshire project delivered a work programme focused on:
- Creation of new digital content to motivate travel and increase tourism visits and
spend.
- Identification and creation of three visitor information 'Discovery Points' along the
route.
- Publication of a series of 15 digital itineraries focusing on key product across a
number of themes along and around the route.
- Engagement with the wider project to distribute digital itineraries through
consumer, travel trade and media channels.
- Work with areas and businesses to improve their offer locally and to ensure
maximum benefit is derived from the GWW programme.

Total project Cost: £93,000
Grant Funding: £74,400

Funding awarded under:
Measure 7.5 Support for investments for
public use in recreational infrastructure,
tourist information and small scale
tourism infrastructure.
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SUPPORT FOR RURAL TOURISM AND HERITAGE AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

The key aims of the Calne Our Place project were to improve local fiscal, economic and
social benefits to the community. Using their combined knowledge, the project developed
and delivered a plan of action/operational plan in order to reshape the delivery of tourism
and culture, in a sustainable way, using the community at the centre. Funding helped to
provided St Mary’s Church CCTV installation, design and development for a promotional
video, website development to attract tourists, and promotional signage around the town.

The website provides details of attractions, accommodation as well as town walks. The video
is a drive through the local countryside and the town again showcasing the attractions and
what the town has to offer.

Total project Cost: £34,554
Grant Funding: £34,554

Funding awarded under:
Measure 7.5 Support for investments for
public use in recreational infrastructure,
tourist information and small-scale
tourism infrastructure.
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VIBRANT MALMESBURY – INCREASING FOOTFALL AND SPENDING

The Malmesbury Town Team were looking to increase visitor numbers to the Malmesbury
area by over ten thousand in a three-year period by establishing additional interest and
reasons to visit Malmesbury. They wanted to increase the time visitors and tourists spent in
the town by establishing a new visitor attraction and increasing overall spending in the
Malmesbury economic area. The funding helped to provide a web-based technical platform
with interactive videos, maps and trails, provision of new signage and establishment of a
new gift card facility for the town.
Now as you walk around the town with smart phone (or headphones and wireless receiver)
an app on the phone will show videos about the places you are passing telling you about
the history and people who lived there. Did you know Malmesbury was one of the first place
in England that a hot air balloon was flown?
To help increase expenditure in the town the team has also introduced a gift card. As well
as being given for birthdays, etc., when used it will allow discounts at various shops and
attractions, hopefully a must purchase for tourists.

Total project Cost: £77,031
Grant Funding: £61,625

Funding awarded under:
Measure 7.5 Support for investments for
public use in recreational infrastructure,
tourist information and small-scale
tourism infrastructure.
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Delivery
As explained above, this was the first LEADER programme where a standard process,
application forms and associated paperwork, were used across England.
The process flow chart in Appendix 7 provides an overview of the application process. What
it does not show is the level of detail at each stage. For example, processing a claim can
take up to fifty actions.
The process was designed to be fully electronic, but it soon became apparent the
combinations of computer and software that applicants owned did not always mean the
supplied versions of forms could be fully completed. At the beginning of the programme drop
down boxes did not work, and formulae would not compute accurately. It took nearly a year
before an Apple Mac version of the software was released. It also became apparent that the
required level of computer expertise to complete the forms was not always available. Forms
were sometimes completed by the sons or daughters of applicants and in some
circumstances, staff completed forms on behalf of the applicants.
All applicants when awarded a grant were required to attend an “Inception” meeting at which
the claim process and funding rules were explained. However, many applicants, citing the
complexity of the process, did not always adhere to the requirements of informing staff of
any changes such as claim date moves or the documentation required for a claim. In most
cases this could be overcome.
All grants were subject to a five-year conditions period following the final payment. The
monitoring forms for this were not available until late in 2019, meaning that staff had to “catch
up” on the monitoring and reporting.
Throughout the programme the forms and process were subject to constant monitoring and
amendment. Although staff could understand why this was happening, it was very frustrating
to have to keep revising processes and paperwork.

Staff view
Staff recognised that the application process was not an easy one for many
applicants, with many complexities and demands. On almost every
application staff assisted applicants in the preparation of their application.
The same was said for claims; many applicants having problems with the
excel spreadsheet and understanding the evidence that was required to
make the claim.
Staff also found that applicants did not understand the need or requirement
to inform them of any changes, especially with delays or changes to claim
amounts that required variations to be raised.
Members’ view
Members were concerned about the length of time that the process took to
get approval for a grant, and the amount of paperwork required. Although
they recognised that these are public funds, and needed controls in place, it
was still felt that it was too long a process.
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External view
Discussions with stakeholders identified that for many it was the time it took
to complete the paperwork, and for a decision to be made that concerned
them, although all were glad to see funding being locally distributed in rural
areas.
Applicant’s view
For many it was the form filling and rules around the funding that caused the
greatest concerns. However, all were grateful for the local staff being there to
be able to help them
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CONSTRUCTION OF
SKATEBOARD PARK
Priority 4 - Supporting rural services

The old skatepark had been condemned due to the age and associated health and safety
issues. A group of young people, via the Local Youth Network, in the town decided to
approach the Warminster Town Council to support them in getting a new permanent skate
park.
The Youth Network started to raise funds through sponsored events but when it was
realised that the project would cost nearly £200,000 came to Plain Action for help. Working
with the Group and Warminster Town Council an application was prepared for LEADER
funding but also for a Military Covenant Grant, Warminster being a Garrison Town and
many of the young people have a service background.
The funding was secured, and work began in early 2019 including a 200m haul road to
gain access to the site. Finally, in October 2020 the skatepark was opened. And the next
project for the Youth Network, a club house to sit alongside the skatepark
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Grants Awarded
As explained above Plain Action was slow in securing applicants and at the end of the
programme had to give up funding to Vale Action who had more applications than funding
available. Appendix 8 and 9 provide details of the grants awarded.
The tables below provide an overview of the grants awarded
Plain Action

Vale Action
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Enquiries
EoI Received
FAs Received
Grants Completed

Plain Action
% of
% of
Number previous
enquiries
category
109
50 45.87%
30 60.00% 27.52%
25 83.33% 22.94%

Vale Action
% of
% of
Number previous
enquiries
category
143
71 49.65%
40 56.34% 27.97%
34 85.00% 23.78%

The statistics above are interesting in that, although Vale Action received more enquiries
and had a higher number of completed grants, the conversion rates to each stage are
broadly similar.

Staff view
Staff found it disappointing that the delay at the beginning of the programme
saw many Plain Action projects fall by the wayside and not proceed.
It had been hoped in the funding bid that more work could be achieved with
the forestry sector and, although there were enquiries for funding, only one
project was taken forward.
The lack of understanding of eligibility in Heritage and Culture priority, both
for the applicant and works, resulted in considerable work for staff to enable
projects to be funded.
Members’ view
Members were concerned that we were not able to take advantage of the
pipeline of applications that was created at the end of the previous
programme and the time, especially with Plain Action, that it took to recover
that position. There was also concern about their role with regard to
approving grants once the QC gave a recommendation, and the lack of ability
to alter the intervention rate awarded.
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New Firewood Processing
Equipment
Priority 6 – Increasing forestry productivity

Tom and his father run a firewood business procuring their wood from local woodland
owners in the Wiltshire area. The business was growing, and they had a need for
equipment that could quickly and efficiently convert the logs into firewood. Funding
helped them to purchase a tractor mounted log splitter and a 3-chain log deck.
This equipment has allowed Tom and his father to double their output providing a
stockpile for retail sale. By s plitting and having the stockpiled firewood this then allowed
them greater space to store logs to allow them to season as required under the new
firewood regulations.

Total project Cost: £29,150
Grant Funding: £11,660
Funding awarded under:
Measure 8.6 Support for Investments
in forestry technologies and in
processing, mobilising and marketing
of forestry projects

Plain Action, Community First, Unit C2/3 Hopton Park, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 2EY
Tel: 01380 732814 – email: atruscott@communityfirst.org.uk – www.plainaction.org.uk
#plainaction -

plain action
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Standard Outputs
When completing an application form an applicant had to state what, of the standard outputs
listed, they would be achieving. The table below shows the standard outputs to be achieved
for each priority area, in the three years following the completion of the grant. Those shown
in green were added during the programme, and those shown in orange were removed.
Unfortunately, this does mean that, with the early projects, not all the information for the
outputs was collected.
One of the outputs where the RPA changed the definition during the programme, was for
“Number of business directly benefiting”. We used to include not only the applicant’s
business, but also any suppliers or those purchasing goods from the applicant. However,
this was later changed to recording just the applicant.
To provide comparable statistics where practicable, any missing outputs from the early
projects will be assessed, and included, and in the case of those deleted at an early stage
will be removed from the tables.
RDP Outputs
Current/ Baseline

Year 1

Year 2

Current/ Baseline

Outputs
achieved

Outputs
achieved

Year 3

Starting MM/YY
Ending MM/YY
Project Outputs

Total
Project

Outputs Outputs
achieved achieved

All Priorities
Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative
figure)
Number of businesses directly benefitting

0
£0
0

Type of investment

Select type of investment

Support for Farm Productivity (Priority 1)
Reduction of NH3 (ammonia) being released into the environment (in tonnes)

0

Reduction of SO2 (sulphur) being released into the environment (in tonnes)

0

Area (Ha) concerned with investments for saving water

0

Number of new products

0

Number of new techniques

0

Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative
figure)
Support for Micro and Small Enterprises and Farm Diversification (Priority 2)
Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative
figure)
Type of business

Select type of business

Type of support
Support for Rural Tourism (Priority 3)

Select type of support

Additional Number of Day Visitors

0

Additional Number of Overnight Visitors

0

Type of support

Select type of tourism support

Population benefitting from improved tourism infrastructure

0

Provision of Rural Services (Priority 4)
Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative
figure)
Rural Population Benefitting

0

Support for Cultural and Heritage Activity (Priority 5)
Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative
figure)
Rural Population Benefitting

0

Support for Increasing Forestry Productivity (Priority 6)
Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative
figure)
Percentage of Business owned by beneficiaries
Number of new techniques

0

Number of new products

0

Changes in the outputs over the length of the programme
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The table below provides details of the outputs achieved for both Plain Action and Vale
Action

Project Outputs
All Priorities
Number of Jobs Created (FTE)
Wage Bill change (increase or decrease, decrease should be shown as a negative figure)
Number of businesses directly benefitting

Plain
Action
37.9
£695,000
18

Vale
Action
57.6
£889,890
15

9
10

2
20

3
8

2
13

7800
4800

35000
11578

23000

1
2
96000

61000

39076

47000

26000

Support for Farm Productivity (Priority 1)
Reduction of NH3 (ammonia) being released into the environment (in tonnes)
Reduction of SO2 (sulphur) being released into the environment (in tonnes)
Area (Ha) concerned with investments for saving water
Number of new products
Number of new techniques
Support for Micro and Small Enterprises and Farm Diversification (Priority 2)
Type of support
Business creation
Business support
Support for Rural Tourism (Priority 3)
Additional Number of Day Visitors
Additional Number of Overnight Visitors
Type of support
Business creation
Business support
Destination management plans
Places based partnerships
Population benefitting from improved tourism infrastructure
Provision of Rural Services (Priority 4)
Rural Population Benefitting
Support for Cultural and Heritage Activity (Priority 5)
Rural Population Benefitting
Support for Increasing Forestry Productivity (Priority 6)

1

Number of new techniques
Number of new products

The charts below provide details of the type of investment for all projects across both
LAGs

Plain Action

Vale Action
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The charts below provide details of the types of business for grants under Priority 2
Supporting Micro and Small Business and Farm Diversification
Plain Action

Vale Action

Although it was thought at the start of the programme the two areas would be fairly equal,
it can be seen from the tables and graphs above this was not the case.

Staff view
The previous programmes for Plain Action had seen many rural communitybased projects which generated high value outputs for their local areas. In
setting the standard outputs, the RPA appears to have forgotten the work
achieved in two priorities, Support for Rural Services and Support for
Heritage and Culture. For Plain Action, these were the number of new
community groups set up after a new community space was provided or the
addition number of new volunteers after a museum had a new building. As a
programme supporting community development it is very surprising that the
RPA did not included additional standard outputs under these priorities.
Members’ view
In discussions with board members, it was felt that outputs were too generic,
and should have been more specific to each project. In the previous
programme the output “Businesses benefiting” had allowed for businesses in
the supply chain or onward sales to be included. With this programme it was
only the business that was awarded the grant. This was felt not to reflect the
true impact of the grant.
Applicant’s view
Many applicants had difficulty in completing this section of the application,
failing to understand what was needed. As job creation was seen as critical
to a grant being awarded, there was a temptation to “expand” any job
opportunities from the grant.
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Added Value
The standard outputs above fail to recognise the many other benefits grant funding brings
to a rural community. For example, the knock-on effect of employment in a supply chain
when funding is provided to expand a business, the community satisfaction with a new
facility such as a skatepark or village hall and the copying of an innovative holiday
accommodation that has been funded.
There is not a simple or easy way in which to monitor or record the wider effect that LEADER
funding has had on rural communities. It is not unusual to hear third hand the wider effects
that the funding has had in a rural community. Plain Action is in a unique situation in that the
LAG has had funding from the last three LEADER programmes and therefore can show the
longer-term effects. Below are a few examples.
Military Civilian Integration: Funding received in the 2002 -2007 programme, for research
into the impact of the military in Wiltshire, and 2007 – 2013 for the research into how the
military and civilian communities can work together and identifying military land surplus to
requirements. Wiltshire has one of the largest concentrations of military personnel in the
country and Wiltshire Council wanted to create a better and lasting relationship with them.
So, in the early 2000’s a strategic partnership between the two was set up and as part of
that Plain Action helped to fund the first report, which helped to frame the operation of the
partnership. This was later followed in 2012 by a report looking at how the military and
civilian communities could work closer together and at land that was surplus to military
requirements and could be used by the civilian authorities. When the military 2020 vision
was announced, and an additional 4000 troops and their dependants would be moving into
Wiltshire, the report formed the basis for the land search for housing and community use.
The Military Civilian Integration partnership is still running and is recognised as a model for
other local Authorities to follow.
The Great Bustard: Funding received in the 2002 -2007 programme, to help with the reintroduction of the Great Bustard into Wiltshire, and 2007 – 2013, to help with the breeding
programme and to build the project as a tourist attraction. The Great Bustard was the
Wiltshire County crest but unfortunately had become extinct in the area. Funding in 2002
help to bring chicks from Russia to help start the programme which was successful in
producing a breeding colony. Further funding in the second programme helped to strengthen
the breeding programme but also saw the start of using the birds as a tourism attraction in
Wiltshire. The Great Bustard is now a significant tourist attraction in Wiltshire with
businesses and holiday accommodation benefiting. And the great bustard is now back on
the county flag.
Wyndham Hall Amesbury: Funding received in the 2007 -2013 programme, to refurbish
the hall. The Wyndham Hall was an old British Legion hall that had fallen into disrepair when
it was sold to the local church to create a much-needed community centre. Following an
extensive refurbishment, it was opened in October 2011. Over sixty organisations now use
the hall with many of them being new to the area. As well as community-based organisations
many of them are small businesses offering activities such as exercise classes, dance
classes and music lessons. These activities have all helped to strengthen the local
community and to increase the local economic income.
Warminster Athenaeum: Funding received in the 2007 - 20013 programme to help with
the construction of new toilets, and 2015 – 2020, to help with the inclusion of the youth
centre into the main theatre building. The Athenaeum is a Victorian theatre that fell into
disrepair in the late 1990’s and was closed. The district council relinquished ownership in
2000 and gave the building to the Warminster Athenaeum Trust. In the 2007 – 2013
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programme funding was provided to build new internal toilets to replace the two cubicles
installed in the early 1900’s. This saw audiences grow and other organisations start to use
the theatre as a meeting place and for conferences. The 2015 – 2020 programme saw
funding to help combine the youth centre building next door into the theatre. The youth
centre building was originally part of the theatre. The addition of this building provided greatly
needed public meeting space and additional rehearsal space. This has allowed new
organisations to be set up and expansion of the youth theatre providing many more young
people with an acting experience.
Mill Farm Glamping: Funding received in the 2015 – 2020 programme. Mill Farm already
had a successful glamping site and was looking to add additional innovative
accommodation. They decided to construct a six-bed treehouse alongside the glamping
pods. This was to be no ordinary treehouse but 4* accommodation. Advertising started
before the treehouse was finished and by the first year was fully booked. News of this
alternative accommodation spread rapidly across both Wiltshire and the surrounding
counties resulting in a number of planning applications for similar projects.
Great West Way / Calne – Our Place / Malmesbury Town Team: Funding received in the
2015 – 2020 programme. All three projects are tourism infrastructure projects designed to
increase the tourism economy in their local areas. The Great West Way is a new longdistance road trip along the A4 from London to Bristol, with tourist opportunities being
promoted along the route. It is being led by Visit Wiltshire who were funded to produce
itinerary maps from the A4 into the Wiltshire countryside. Calne sits on the A4 and the Calne
– Our Place team wanted to take advantage of the Great West Way initiative and were
funded to improve the tourism offer in the town with signposting and an interactive website.
Malmesbury Town Team wanted to increase their tourist numbers by taking more advantage
of the history of the town. Funding helped to provide an interactive website that is location
controlled. As you walk round the town, the website will open short videos, detailing the
history of the building or people living in that area. Funding also helped to set up
administration of a town gift card, that can be given as a present or used by tourists, giving
discounts to various attractions and in shops. All three of these initiatives have seen visitor
numbers increase which, in turn, has had a knock-on effect to attractions, restaurants, public
houses and shops seeing turnover increase.
From these examples it can be seen how the LEADER funding can have a much wider
impact on the rural community than just the applicant. It may be supply chains that benefit,
or new businesses being created to support the original business. It may be more visitors to
restaurants or attractions creating greater employment opportunities.

Staff view
Staff have been involved in two LEADER programmes and have seen the
effect funding can have not only on the rural community generally but on
small rural businesses who quite often did not need large grants but a
“helping hand” to start them on their way or make that next step. Although it
is recognised that there is a heavy administrative burden to deliver the
programme the outcomes can well compensate for that.
Members’ view
Members were concerned that, in this programme, the wider benefits of the
grant funding were not being recognised, and that the community projects
previously funded could no longer apply.
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Conclusion
The 2014 – 2021 programme got off to a slow start, being delayed until late 2015. The
programme was then subsequently cut short by the results of the 2016 European
Referendum resulting in the programme finishing a year early, in December 2020. However,
between the two LAGs, funds were delivered, and gratefully received by applicants
For Plain Action this was the third tranche of funding and, at the end of the previous
programme, there was a good pipeline of projects for this programme. Unfortunately, the
delays saw these projects wither away before there was a chance to fund them. In the
previous programme, funding could be given for salaries for community projects, but this
was not allowed this time. The problems revenue projects caused were great, and many
were thankful they were not allowed, but as the programme delivered it became apparent
the part those revenue projects played in rural areas.
Vale Action came about as Plain Action could not expand to the area and population that
they would have liked to serve. This was a new area, and interest in a new source of funding
was great. However, Vale Action is a very different area to Plain Action, with far more
businesses, and far more smaller family farms, than the Salisbury Plain Area.
It had been hoped that more risk taking would be allowed with start-up companies, but the
appraisal process very quickly ruled out any operation with any financial or delivery risk.
Plain Action had built up a good reputation amongst several partners, such has the NFU
and the Chambers of Commerce, who were keen to help promote the programme and
become board members to oversee and guide the delivery.
This was the first time that the programme was bid with the Local Enterprise Partnerships in
place. Both Plain Action and Vale Action are grateful for the support of the Swindon and
Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership, and for allowing staff to be part of the Rural Economic
Subgroup.
Wiltshire Council acted as accountable body, as they had in the previous two tranches of
funding. Staff there have considerable working knowledge of European Funding, which on
occasions was gratefully used. Over the five years, a good working relationship was created,
allowing staff to work together to deliver the programme. At the same time, Plain Action and
Vale Action had a good working relationship with the Rural Payments Agency Relationship
staff from the previous programme, that carried on until they were withdrawn after the
referendum
The Programme Manager and Programme Assistant had both worked on the previous
programme and have over 21 years of delivering LEADER grants. That length of service
has enabled them to create a wide range of contacts. It has also provided them with a
detailed understanding of the rules, which on occasions has allowed them to see ways to
fund certain activities and projects.
The Boards of both Plain Action and Vale Action were very supportive of the staff and
knowledgeable in the delivery of the programme.
Finally, as can be seen from the applicant’s evaluation questionnaires, the value of having
a local team to assist and help them in the preparation of an application, and delivery of their
projects, was well appreciated.
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Recommendations
Drawing together all the strands from this report, the following recommendations are put
forward:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

There needs to be greater continuity between the funding programme or else there
is a danger of losing expertise but also the local interest in the funding.
o By reducing the time between programmes there will be a faster take up on
grants in the follow-on programme.
o Staff and Board members will be retained
With the current uncertainties with Brexit and Covid 19 the issue of continuity
becomes even more important.
o At a time when there is great uncertainty in the business sector funding
similar to LEADER is required to help start the economy moving.
At the start of the programme there were certain concerns about a national set of
documents and database. However, this should be continued to enable a national
overview to be maintained.
o By having the standard rules and forms it means that across the country
there are the same eligibility criteria.
On average a grant application took approximately six months. For many
businesses this was too long, and the process needs to be reviewed to see how it
can be shortened.
o For many businesses they looked at grants when there was the need to
expand and this was generally when orders dictated growth and for work to
begin on the order a quick turnaround in the funding is required.
Many applicants experienced difficulties in completing the paperwork. Either the
paperwork needs to be reviewed or better guidance on how to complete it provided.
o The review would need to cover: The design and details required on the
forms, the software used, and the supplementary information required.
There was the view that through the Shared Prosperity Fund any similar future
scheme would be run locally. A decision needs to be made quickly as to whether it
will be locally or nationally run, to enable accountable bodies to prepare.
o LEADER has proved that locally managed schemes are better positioned to
understand the needs and requirements of an area.
It is recognised that to run a scheme such as this that the administration costs are
quite high. During the programme, the percentage allowance was increased.
Looking to the future the level of administration costs needs to be reviewed, to
consider if there are more efficient ways a local programme can be run.
o The review needs to include, the detail of the application, the level of
checking for eligibility of applicant and project and the detail of the claim
process. In addition, the requirement for the various levels of government to
be involved.
There was confusion about the aims of the programme - was it delivering a national
strategy or meeting local requirements? Any future programme needs to clearly
state the aims of the programme
o Any design of a future programme must include consultations with the local
delivery agents and the local community.
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Army HQ SW

Brian Clake
Community First

Vale Action Board members

Plain Action Board Members

Geraldine McKibbin

Cllr Fleur De Rhé-Philipe MBE

Independent

Wiltshire Council / SWLEP

Phil McMullan

Geraldine Wimble

Melksham Community Area

Independent

Ann Maidment

David Wildman

Countryside Landowners and
Business Association

Tidworth Chamber of Commerce /
Independent

Sally Cross

Len Turner

Independent

Warminster & Villages Development
Trust

Catharina Davis

Doug Roseaman

Wessex Chamber of Commerce
/Inspire

Wiltshire Museum / Independent

Holly Traynor

Sue van Leest (Harper)

The Enterprise Network

SW Army Head Quarters

Peter Wragg

Catharina Davis

SWLEP

Wessex Chamber of Commerce
/Inspire

Andi Whitcombe

Dawn Lyndene

NFU

Becky Butland

Army HQ SW

Tony Pickernell

NFU

Edward Humber

Tidworth Community Area

Michael Mounde

NFU

Robert Underhill

Heart of Wessex LAG

Sqn Leader Ali Morton

Independent

Rebecca Goddard

RAF Boscombe Down

Flt Lt Emma Bean

Corsham Community Area

Campbell Ritchie

RAF Boscombe Down

Malcolm Irons

Independent

Ayhan Dawood

Independent

Robert Underhill

Independent

Stefan Barbaruk

Independent

Gail Smith

Inspire / Independent

Jonnie Jeeves

Army HQ SW

Andi Whitcombe

Independent

Tom Mason

NFU

Becky Butland

Countryside Landowners and
Business Association

NFU

Edward Humber
NFU

Cllr Graham Wright
Wiltshire Council

Squadron Leader Andy Spiller
RAF Boscombe Down

David Saul
Independent
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